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I .  The proof of Theorem 2.1 on page 12 is incomplete. In fact, it asserts 
only the fact that (2.1) holds for any 5§-measurable function, while what we 
want to show is that (2.1) is true for any 33-measurable function. For the com­
pleteness of the proof, the condition (P.3) on page 10 should be replaced by the 
following stronger condition:
(P.3)' Let {vn} be any sequence of ^-measurable Markov times*^ increasing 
monotonely with P^-probability I and Too denote Hmr^,. Then there holds
(  I  )  ^  I To o  <  ^Too) =  I  .
The first remark is that (P.3)' implies (P.3). For this it is enough to show 
that the completion of ^  relative to Px contains We shall prove that, for 
the passage time r for a closed subset F oi E and for any ^€[0, +^o), the set 
{w\  belongs to ^x-  Consider Gn a sequence of open subsets of E such
that GnDF  and Gn I  F. As was noted on page 10, the passage time Tn for the 
set Gn is a S-measurable Markov time. It is evident that If ^ o o < ^ ; o o ,
Iim Xr^  exists and belongs to F (from (W.2)), and hence
n -^oa
(  2 )  {w ; Too <c (Too, Too ^  t }  C {w ; Too <c y Iim Xm +  ^ to o }  .
Since i s  an isolated point, (To. is S-measurable. Therefore the set of the right 
side in (2) belongs to and according to (I), has P^-probability 0. Thus the 
set {Too<C(^ ooy Too^ t} is an element of 35^  with P^^-probability 0. On the other 
hand, if + T o o < i a o o .  In fact, if T o ^ ^ O o o ,  t ' ^ O o o ,  But since Xr^F when
T  is finite, this is impossible from (W.2) except for r =  +  o o .  Consequently we 
have
A  =  { t  < ^ t ]  { T oo< 0 oo, T < ^ t )  C  [ T oo< 0 oo, T ^ C i t )  =  A '
and
A ' -  A  C  { T oO<C^OO,  T oo^ T } .
*) A random time is called a S-measurable Markov time if {w; t(m;) ^  O ^ every
/^ 0 ,  where is the Borel field consisting of all the sets {w\wt  G 5 ) for S .
This means that A e ^ x -
The second remark is that (P.3)' is also true for a sequence {an} of 58-measur- 
able Markov times. For this purpose it is enough to show that, for any 53- 
measurable Markov time a there exists a S-measurable Markov time t which 
coincides with a up to P;c-probability 0. This is shown by approximating a by 
a sequence of Markov times taking only finitely many values, for which our 
statement is easily reduced to the first argument.
Proof of  Theorem 2.1. Since S3 is generated by S  and the passage time r 
for any closed subset of E, it is enough to prove (2.1) when /  is the indicator 
function xa{w) of a set A, where A is an element of 58 or the set { r< i t } .
( i)  For XAy A we  proved on page 12 as was remarked at the beginning 
of this note.
(ii) Define Gn, ^n, as before and put Ai={ t<J;}  and A 2 ={rca<^aoo, roo</}. 
From the first remark we have
EyixAi^w)) =  Ey(XA^iw)) for every y  ,
Therefore, for any Markov time a and we have
( 3 ) Ex(Exa(xA,) ; B) = ExiExaiXA^) ; B),
(iii) We shall show that
(4 ) Pxiw ; XA^Cwt) -  XA^iwt)) =  I .
Define d{w) = a(w) +r( w t ) ,  On{wt) =  a{w) + Tniwt) and d^{w) = a(w) + z^{wi) .  
These random times are Markovian because of the property of Markov times to 
be proved by K. Ito and H. P. McKean [6]. Therefore, in the same way as 
before, d^-^d]  is a set of P^^-probability 0. N otingthat aoo{w)=a(iw) +
OooCwi) for x^eE,  we can see that
{w\XAi(wt )  -¥ XA^(Wt)) =  { w \ w i ^ A i ,  w te A 2 )
= {w ; zQwt) Too(wi) <Ct, Vco(wi) <  dooiwi)}
=  { w ; d(w) ^ t  + (r(w), Ooo(w) < i t  + a(w), d^Qw) <  Oooiw)} 
C { w ; d^(w) <  Oooiw), 0(w)  4=^co(w;)}.
This implies (4).
(iv) It is clear from (4) that
( 5 ) Ex{xA,{wi) ; B) =  Ex(XA^Cwi) ; P).
Since Az^ ^,  it results from (i) that the right side of (3) is equal to the right 
of (5). Hence (2.1) is also true for xAj^- This completes the proof of our 
theorem.
2. The hypothesis (H.2) on page 20 seems to be too much stronger. In 
fact it is not satisfied even by the Brownian motion process. Hence we shall
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revise it in the following way. Let (£(4) denote the set of all bounded functions 
being continuous over A, where A is an open or closed subset of E.
(H.2) For any closed subset F of E, hp{x, •) maps 6(F) into F). 
Under this hypothesis, the proof of the theorems in §4 is true with no 
change. Similarly, read ^{E—F) for ® in (H.2)' on page 27.
3. Finally we shall list some trivial errors.
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